MANIFESTO

I Shaurya Sheoran(150010060), if elected for the post of Hostel Sports Secretary propose to do the following:

Initiatives:
- Will make outdoor gym having bars for pull-ups and dips so that students can exercise anytime

GCs:
- Will inform all the main players before the GC personally
- Ensure proper publicity before GC by sticking posters and sharing posts on Facebook
- Will make sure that the team does regular practice before GC during the practice slots
- Arrange plenty refreshments for the team during practice and matches
- Try to maximize participation in crossy and tug of war GC by using incentives
- Winners of GCs will be provided with canteen incentives and their photo will be put in sports room

Intras:
- I will do my best to promote sports culture in the hostel
- Will help in organizing Intrars for chess, carrom, foosball and Nine Premier League
- Intrars will be held before GC so that players get selected for the GC team and also have practice

Infrastructure:
- Maintenance of football field by filling the holes and get proper markings after monsoon
- Put net on volleyball court and marking it
- Pool table, pool sticks and TT table will be kept in proper condition
- Make sure that court lights are working properly with the help of maintenance council
- Get gym equipment in good condition
- All the sports racquets, bats and balls will be maintained time to time and made readily available

Miscellaneous:
- First aid kit will be maintained in hostel as well as in GCs
- Will ensure that all information is properly publicized on notice boards and on social media
- Help my co-secretaries to maintain equal work distribution

As a hostel council member:
- Shall participate in Hostel events like PAF, 9tanki
- Work with the hostel council and perform my duties for development of Hostel and bring the Hostel up in GC tally

Credentials:
- Basketball NSO
- Winner of Freshie Basketball Open